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Browse the winning buildings, 

all the candidates and the videos on

www.construction21.org

Awards section

In 2016, 104 buildings from all over the world participated in the Green Building Solutions 
Awards. 19 countries were represented:

Algeria, Belgium, Brasil, China, Colombia, France, India, Italy, Luxembourg, Morocco, 
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Thailand, United Kingdom, 
United States of America.
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One year after the Paris Agreement, formalising the commitment of 
all countries to contain global warming under 2°C and to reach carbon 
neutrality, the world is still mobilising. 

With reason, as there is still a long way to go: the necessary tangible 
means to achieve these ambitious goals are still to be defined. Such is 
the challenge for the COP22 in Marrakesh and for the coming months 
and years, in which international organisations, States, NGO’s, but also 
local governments, companies and private citizens must move forward 
collectively.

We must completely change our lifestyles and this challenge will mostly 
take place in cities. By 2050, 70% of the world population will live 
in cities, generating 3 billions of new urban citizens... 90% of which 
will be from emerging countries. Cities control several action-levers to 
embrace this mutation: buildings, public transportation, district energy 
grids, water and waste management...

As a social media, Construction21’s mission is to accelerate that 
mutation by facilitating the sharing of information and best practices. 
Allover the world, architects, urban planners, engineers, municipalities 
or pioneering companies invented tangible solutions to generate more 
human development while consuming less energy, less resources, less 
space... and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Our goal: to help them 
emerging, and to give them exposure to inspire other professionals for 
their future projects. 

In the next pages, you will discover the winners of the 4th Green 
Building & City Solutions Awards! They represent the best of hundreds 
of solutions accessible on our eleven Construction21 platforms, in one 
of our three databases: exemplary buildings, cities and since very 
recently infrastructures and urban services.

I want to thank all the professionals who participated to the 2016 
edition of the contest : candidates, jurors, sponsors, media partners, 
country partners… and of course all the internet visitors who voted 
for the 2016 candidates. You are heartily invited to join this beautiful 
collective adventure in 2017!

Christian Brodhag
President of Construction21

TAKE ACTION
TANGIBLE SOLUTIONS TO 

Social media of the sector, www.construction21.org disseminates -for free- information and best prac-
tices for sustainable buildings and cities through 10 national platforms in Algeria, Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Morocco, Romania and Spain, plus an international platform in 
English. 
In 2016, the Construction21 network will count around 1 million visits and aims to reach 50 platforms 
and 10 million visits by 2020.
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BNP Paribas Real Estate, a leading real estate services company on an international scale, 
is offering a full range of services that span the entire life cycle of real estate: Promotion, 
Transaction, Advisory, Valuation, Property Management and Investment Management. 

With 3,800 employees, BNP Paribas Real Estate offers its clients its knowledge of local markets 
in 36 countries (16 direct locations and 20 more through its network of alliances that now 
represents more than 3,200 people) with more than 180 offices. BNP Paribas Real Estate is a 
subsidiary of BNP Paribas.

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

As a company covering the entire real estate life cycle, we consider at BNP Paribas Real Estate 
that our responsibility is to bring to the real estate sector our vision for the future sustainable 
city. Our lifestyle changes; new technologies influence our behaviour and make exchanges more 
fluid. The city must adapt to these changes and involve all actors.

We take these developments into account in our product and services, so they are more efficient 
on an energy plan and also better for the environment and its users.

It is this vision that we want to enrich 
and share supporting Construction21 
and the competition of Green Building & 
City Solutions Awards.

Sustainable 
Construction 
Grand Prize 

With the support of

BNP Paribas Real Estate Headquarters in Issy-les-Moulineaux (France)



The Mauges Public High School is born from a 50-year fight by local activists 
for secular education in the Mauges region. It is the first education building 
built by the 2012 French thermal regulation (RT 2012) aiming for the 
positive energy building standard.

To reach environmental and energy performances required by the HQE 
certification (High Environmental Quality) and by the BEPOS label (Positive 
Energy Building), the Mauges Public High School deploys various solutions:
• a bioclimatic atrium with the biggest canadian well in France 

(28,000m3/h),
• heat pumps air/water for heating production,
• photovoltaic panels for electricity production,
• a specific solar rug/heat pump system,
• green roofs,
• a BMS to optimise all the systems.

Beyond the energy efficiency, a great care was given to the comfort of 
students and teachers. The building uses natural and healthy materials, 
favours sources of daylight and natural ventilation.

Mauges Public High School

Contractor : 
Région Pays de Loire
Designer : Epicuria Architectes
Engineering consultancy: 
Bérim, AGI2D
Construction company: 
Eiffage Construction
Address :  
Beaupréau, France

Contractor : 
City of Venlo
Designer : 
Kraaijvanger Architects

Address : 
Venlo, 
Netherlands

Contractor : 
Administration of nature and 
forests
Designers : 
Morph4 Architecture, Atelier B
Engineering consultancy : 
Daedalus Engineering, Enerventis 
Lux, E3Consult, Interakustik, IFES
Address :  
Diekirch, Luxembourg

City Hall Venlo Administration of nature and forests

32
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Rabot Dutilleul was founded in 1920. All along the years and with acquired experiences, the 
company developed in complementary sectors related to the construction world, hence gaining 
almost full control over the real estate chain of value.

As an independent international family company in development and construction, Rabot 
Dutilleul currently counts among the 10 biggest French actors in construction. The company 
cultivates values based on collective performance with its 1,850 collaborators and on long-term 
relationships with its partners.

The Rabot Dutilleul group is present in France, Belgium and Poland.

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

Sustainable construction requires to manage energy efficiency in buildings. Rabot 
Dutilleul didn’t wait to follow this approach, as many projects can testify, and pushes it 
further to achieve excellency with the expertise of its Pouchain subsidiary, specialized in electric 
and climatic engineering. The Rabot Dutilleul Group deploys several processes to push forward 
the eco-design, without ever losing sight that the best building is the one in which the users feel 
the best.

Rabot Dutilleul structures its development 
on a strong environmental approach: 
design and construction of low energy 
buildings (BBC), HQE certified projects, 
CO2 assessment of it activities and a CSR 
action plan. This approach allows the 
Group to renew its offer always watching 
its markets and environment.

Les Terrasses de la falaise – Boulogne sur Mer
Design-execution of 176 housings for Habitat  
du Littoral et Vilogia
Designers : Boyeldieu Dehaene Architectes, 
Atelier Delannoy et Associés

Sustainable 
Renovation 
Grand Prize 

With the support of



This project firstly aimed to drastically reduce energy consumptions for 
three blocks of the residence. The renovation had to be comprehensive 
while ensuring true comfort for the inhabitants to stay and get better 
accessibility.

To reach these goals, the Luz y Espacio Energía Arquitectura and IMV 
Arquitectos agencies chose several solutions:
• efficient wall insulation and joinery
• the closing of existing facades (balconies)
• a thorough work on the roof and its insulation
• the creation of outside elevators for accessibility
• a serious study of solar exposures
• air tightness tests
• a heat recovering ventilation to prevent diseases and discomfort

The renovation of the residence was led with a reduced financial impact 
on landlords.

Edificio Zaramaga

Contractor : 
UTE Lagunketa-Reyco
Designers : 
Luz y Espacio Energía Arquitectura, 
IMV Arquitectos

Address : 
Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain

Contractor : 
Administration des Bâtiments Publics
Designer: 
XXA Architecture

Address : 
Alzingen, 
Luxembourg

Alzingen School and 
Kindergarten

2
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Among leading panafrican financial groups, BMCE Bank of Africa is a universal and 
multiprofession banking group, representing various sectors of intervention: commercial 
banking, investment banking and specialised financial services such as leasing, factoring,  
consumer credit and recovery.

Today, BMCE Bank of Africa is the most internationally oriented Moroccan banking group, 
with more than 30 locations in Africa, Europe and Asia. The group employs more than 
13,000 collaborators around the world, with 1,300 agencies serving around 5.5 million of 
clients. 

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

The CSR approach of BMCE Bank of Africa is transversal, covering all of its activities. Its 
step-by-step implementation, was structured around the ISO 26 000 norm and its 7 core 
questions.

Today, BMCE Bank of Africa continuously integrates social and environmental risks in its 
activities, through a Social and Environmental Management System (SEMS) allowing to 
anticipate and manage those risks, while ensuring the promotion of Sustinable Investments 

toward the customers, such as the funding line for Energy Efficiency 
MorSEFF, implemented with BERD.

As for direct impacts, an Environmental Management System (EMS), 
ISO 14001 certified, covers the following topics : consumptions (water, 
electricity and paper), rejects (waste, gas, transports, etc.) and potential 
acidents. We also implemented and followed a HQE (High Environmental 
Quality) approach for the construction of our new headquarters in 
Bouskoura, Morocco. 

BMCE Bank of Africa also supports entrepreneurship with the African 
Entrepreneurship Award, a 1 million dollar award for panafrican 
entrepreneurs rewarding project holders in domains such as education 
or environment. We support the Entrepreneuship Observatory, the 
organiser of training seminars for entrepreneurs, in order to accompany 
Moroccan businesses at each step of their lives.

Low 
Carbon

With the support of



In partnership with the Spiti Projects Charity, the Auroville Earth Institute has 
designed and built the Kaza Eco-Community Centre with key participation 
of villagers in Kaza and local earth craftsmen of the Spiti Valley, in India.

Building in remote high altitude regions is a constant challenge. To meet 
the climate and logistics challenges of this project, the designers chose 
to work with local resources, combining local and traditional construction 
techniques, materials found in the valley and modern passive building 
techniques, such as the trombe wall.

The building, which consists of a stonemasonry foundation, raw rammed 
earth walls, and compressed stabilized earthblocks, has been designed 
especially for the harsh winter climate of Spiti. Trombe walls have been 
incorporated for passive solar heating of the building during the winter, and 
for a fully self-sufficient building which does not rely on imported wood.

By introducing innovations into traditional building practices, the aim of 
the centre is to reinvigorate acceptance of these centuries old methods, 
and to demonstrate that the most sustainable, economical and thermally 
comfortable buildings in this climate already exist.

Kaza Eco-Community Centre

Contractor : 
Spiti Projects
Designer : 
Auroville Earth Institute

Address :  
Himachal Pradesh, India

Contractor : 
Administration of nature and forests 
Designers : 
Morph4 Architecture, Atelier B
Engineering consultancy : 
Daedalus Engineering, Enerventis Lux, 
E3Consult, Interakustik, IFES
Address :  
Diekirch, Luxembourg

Administration of  
nature and forests

2
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Created in 1828, Bureau Veritas is a global leader in Testing, Inspection and Certification 
(TIC), delivering high quality services to help clients meet the growing challenges of quality, 
safety, environmental protection and social responsibility. We assist them all along the 
lifecycle of their assets and products and in the continuous improvement of their processes 
and management systems, to increase their performance.

Sustainable development is at the core of our activities since 1828. Bureau Veritas is a true 
actor in social responsibility, answering to the needs of society with innovative services 
contributing to a safe and sustainable development. Bureau Veritas core values include 
integrity and ethics, impartial counsel and validation, customer focus and safety at work.

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

In Morocco, Bureau Veritas is a leader for sustainable construction. We accompanied most of 
the HQE certified housing projects and the first HQE certified industrial park in Africa, built in 
Morocco. 

Our services also cover technical 
audit of construction, thermal 
testing of buildings and carbon 
audit and green site labellisations.

Smart 
Building

With the support of



Designed entirely for the well-being of the GA Group’s teams, this 
exemplary and innovative building shows actual energy consumption 
under 25 kWh/m²/year for comfort usages, and received the HQE 
Excellent certification  (High Environmental Quality) along with the 
BEPOS label (Positive Energy Building). 

This was made possible by a thorough work on the envelope and also by 
the optimisation of consumptions through the BMS Gapéo® developed 
by the GA Group. With this system, all the equipments designed, 
developed and installed by GA can be managed from anywhere. The 
central control analyzes the data recorded by the individual equipment 
and transmits them instructions. Each space has a well optimized level 
of comfort, according to the wishes and habits of every user. 

The building Agua aims to go even further than just being a smart 
building. Its Gapéo® system is combined with a « predictive » Artificial 
Intelligence module. The building also shares its energy surplus toward 
the other buildings of the business park, connected to a smart grid.

Agua

Contractor : 
Eurosic
Designer : 
CDA Architectes
Construction company: 
Groupe GA
Address :  
Toulouse, France

Contractor: 
CoRI (Coating Reasearch Institute)
Designer: 
Hélium3
Engineering consultancy: 
Arcadis

Address:  
Limelette, Belgium

Contractor: 
Akademiska Hus
Designer: 
Tengborn
Engineering consultancy: 
Bengt Dahlgren,  
Johanneberg Science Park
Address:  
Göteborg, Sweden

CoRI “Paint it Green” HSB Living Lab

32
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Major international player in construction chemistry, ParexGroup operates in 21 countries with 
67 production sites and brings together more than 3,900 employees worldwide.

In France, ParexGroup S.A. is strongly established with six production sites and a Research 
& Development and training center internationally oriented. ParexGroup provides complete 
solutions for protection, decoration, insulation and renovation of facades, sealing, maintenance 
and repair of concrete structures, floor coverings and tiling.

Focusing developments over the long term, ParexGroup aims to contribute in advancing the 
construction with innovative solutions and services and to be the partner in its markets as in 
the local economic and social structure around its sites.

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

To meet the many environmental, social and societal challenges, ParexGroup committed for 
several years in a voluntary and collective approach of sustainable development: «Building 
Responsible». Essential actor in the field of new construction and renovation of buildings and 
civil engineering works, ParexGroup aims to make the construction progress pursuing a policy of 
product innovation and services increasingly demanding.

In France, ParexGroup participates actively in the revolution of the thermal control in the home 
thanks to its external thermal insulation offer, the most complete of the market. Adapted to the 
individual home or for collective use, it contributes to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

It is in this spirit that ParexGroup 
decided to support the category «Energy 
& Temperate Climates» of the Green 
Building Solutions Awards 2016, to help 
highlight the experiences and the most 
interesting solutions.

Energy 
& Temperate 
Climates

Dance studio in Biarritz by Samazuzu Arquitectos

With the support of



«Paint it Green» is a renovation-extension of buildings composed of 
offices and laboratories of the CoRI (Coating Research Institute), 
located in Limelette, in Belgium. The project had to achieve two goals: 
to increase workspace and to contribute to the modernisation of CoRI’s 
image. The contractor also wanted the buiding to be a statement of 
CoRI’s social and environmental commitment.

The project is based on a concept called «colour chart» by the architect, 
to modernize the image of the building and illustrate CoRi’s research 
activity in paint technologies. But beyond the esthetics, the team of 
designers looked to  transcend the high-tech/sustainability opposition 
by putting the technology at the service of ecology. 

«Paint it Green» is an efficient, smart, didactic and comfortable tertiary 
building, that combines smart technologies, renewable energies and 
healthy materials: wood, cellulose wadding and low VOC paints.

CoRI - “Paint it Green”

Contractor : 
CoRI (Coating Research Institute)
Designer : 
Hélium3
Engineering consultancy
Arcadis
Address :  
Limelette, Belgium

Contractor : 
UTE Lagunketa-Reyco
Designers : 
Luz y Espacio Energía Arquitectura, 
IMV Arquitectos

Address : 
Campus Miguel 
Delibes, Valladolid, Spain

Contractor : 
Taft School
Designer : 
Trillium Architects
Construction company : 
BPC Green Builders
Address :  
Watertown,  
United States of America

Edificio Zaramaga Taft School Faculty Home

32
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ADEME participates in the implementation of public policies in sectors such as environment, 
energy and sustainable development. In order to move forward in environmental approaches, 
ADEME proposes its expertise and advising services to companies, local governments, public 
institutions and the general public. The Agency also helps to fund projects, from research to 
implementation, in all of its domains of intervention.

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

Within the Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction for Climate, ADEME launched an 
initiative for «Low Carbon Buildings in hot and tropical climates». 

Today, in hot or tropical area countries, most new buildings are built without taking the climate 
into account. As a result, energy consumptions skyrocket (air conditioning) to compensate the 
heat-related discomfort.

The initiative aims to reduce climate impact of buildings in hot and tropical areas, by developing 
principles for architectural design adapted to the climate, favouring the choice of local 
materials and energy efficiency. This can be achieved through supporting national construction 

programs, training decision-makers 
and professionals, raising awareness 
among actors and collaborating with 
landlords.

The creation of the new category 
«Energy & Hot Climates» in the Green 
Building & City Solutions Awards is a 
tangible element to help exemplary 
projects emerge and disseminate their 
specific solutions adapted to their 
climate.

Energy
& Hot  
Climates

With the support of

Highschool 400 of Païamboué  in New Caledonia



Case di Luce

Case di Luce is an integral part of a new urban model that will be the 
driving force to redevelop a district which, although highly urbanized, 
is in a state of decay and neglect.  The site was depolluted after the 
demolition of old settlements. This Net Zero Energy Building (NZEB) 
meets in a tangible way the challenges of sustainable cities, with 
innovative design solutions.

Located in the south of Italy, Case di Luce must ensure true comfort 
in summer and in winter, while keeping the consumptions as low as 
possible. That’s why Pedone Studio led a study on seasonal variations 
with solar diagrams. It resulted in a geometrically complex set of facades 
optimized for the comfort of the inhabitants.

These facades are articulated around architectural elements that 
maximize passive solar gains: solar greenhouses. They collect solar 
energy in winter and temperate the apartments during the summer. 

To fight further against climate change, Case di Luce was built in 
concrete of hemp.

Contractor : 
Pedone Working
Designer : 
Pedone Studio
Construction company: 
Pedone Working
Address :  
Bisceglie, Italy

Contractor : 
Guadeloupe National Park
Designers : 
Atelier 13, ACAPA
Engineering consultancy: 
A2E, BIEB, Robert Célaire Consultant, EQUINOXE
Landscaper : Agence TER 
Address : 
Basse Terre, Guadeloupe, France

Guadeloupe 
National Park
Headquarters

2
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Born from the merger of Ciments Luxembourgeois and Matériaux S.A., CIMALUX, producer 
and distributor of cements and aggregates, has been a loyal partner to all construction actors 
from the Great Region (German-speaking community of Belgium, Lorraine, Luxembourg, 
Rhineland, Saarland, and Wallonia)  for 100 years. 

CIMALUX offers reliable commercial and technical services, with a long-term vision of 
the sector, economically, socially and environmentally. Our cement factory is located at 
the crossroads of the great highway axes of Luxembourg, in Esch-sur-Alzette. We are 
hence directly connected to France, Belgium and Germany. We benefit from an important 
multimodal logistics hub connecting us to the European railway network.

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

CIMALUX produces 7 qualities of cement (Portland cement, Portland slag cement, and blast 
furnace cements) meeting every European standards along with NF and BENOR certifications. 

Our main raw material, the clinker, is produced in a rotary kiln in our plant in Rumelange, from 
limestone and marl extrated in our French-Luxembourgian quarry. Our sales and logistics 
services along with ou support department are located at the heart of our production site 
in Esch-sur-Alzette.

Users’Choice 
Building

With the support of



BMCE Bank of Africa Academy

BMCE Bank of Africa Academy is a complex composed of training 
rooms, a reception centre, an amphitheater, a restaurant and a bank 
agency. BMCE, a company committed to sustainable development, 
chose  the HQE approach (High Environmental Quality) to translate the 
performances of this project in international measurements, but also to 
disseminate best practices in sustainable buildings, with the hundreds of 
professionals who will come to the complex for training.

Several solutions were chosen to meet the HQE certification 
requirements:
• local materials were favoured
• implementation of renewable energy systems (solar and wind)
• a responsible water management
• optimisation of consumptions through a BMS
• a building site with low environmental impact

Contractor : 
BMCE Bank
Designer : 
Hakim Benjelloun
Engineering Consultancy: 
Bureau Veritas
Address :  
Bouskoura, Morocco

Contractor : 
Eurosic
Designers : 
CDA Architectes
Construction company: 
Groupe GA

Address : 
Toulouse, France

Contractor : 
China Academy of Building 
Research (CABR)

Designer : 
Pr XU Wei (CABR)

Address :  
Beijing, China

Agua CABR NZEBuilding

32
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Juries
Around 60 recognized experts in sustainable buildings and cities mobilised and passionately 
debated to designate the winners of the Green Building & City Solutions Awards in each 
country, then at an international level. We’d like to thank them all!

Abdellatif TOUZANI
Sustainable Construction and Renovation Grand Prizes Jury
University Professor 
Ecole Mohammadia d’Ingénieurs

Ana CUNHA
Energy & Temperate Climates Jury
Head of Real Estate markets 
Deerns

Dr. Brahmanand MOHANTY
Energy & Hot Climates Jury 
Independent Higher Education Professional
Asian Institute of Technology (AIT)

Arlin MORALES
Low Carbon Jury
Vice President of Operations 
Green Planet Architects

Taoufik SOUAMI
Smart City/Sustainable City Grand Prize Jury
Professor/Researcher 
Laboratoire Techniques Territoires et Sociétés  (LATTS)

Paula RIVAS
Smart Building Jury
Area de certification
Green Building Council España (GBCE)

International juries presidents
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Mohammed Ahachad  
Faculté des Sciences et Techniques de Tanger 
Arturo Alarcon  
Asociación Española de Normalización y Certificación (AENOR) 
David Albertani  
R20 
Carlos Andres Arredondo  
Universidad de Medellín 
Cédric Borel  
Institut Français pour la Performance du Bâtiment (IFPEB)  
LI Deying  
Chinese Association of Building Energy Efficiency (CABEE) 
Alain Dubruille 
Tropical Building Consultant 
Marco d’Egidio  
Associazione Nazionale Costruttori Edile (ANCE) 
Maíta Fernández Armesto  
UN Habitat 
Angie Fyfe 
International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) 
Anne Girault  
Agence Parisienne du Climat (APC) 

Emmanuel Gloumeau  
Green Actitud 
Luis Felipe Lalinde Castrillón  
Universidad de Medellín 
Mario Alberto Luna del Risco  
Universidad de Medellín 
Benoit Martin  
COCERT 
Nourredine Yassaa 
Centre de recherches en énergies renouvelables 
Ignasi Pérez Arnal  
Biomimetic Summit 
Francis Schwall  
Neobuild 
Josep Solé  
URSA Insulation 
Mahi Tabet Aoul  
Centre de recherche en Anthropologie Sociale et culturelle  
José Antonio Tenorio  
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas (CSIC)  
Carole Vilet 
Arcame

JURYS

National jurors in each organising country:
Algeria: Kaled Imessad - Centre de recherches en énergies renouvelables, Souhila Seoud - Banque d’Algérie, 
Razika Kharchi - Centre de recherches en énergies renouvelables, Imene Boualgua - Architecte,  
Tahar Moussaoui - APRUE

Belgium: Frédéric Verhaeghe - Greenwal

Spain: Arturo Alarcon - Spanish Institute of Cement and its Application (IECA),  
J. Antonio Tenorio - Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas (CSIC) , Ferran Bermejo -  
Institute of Construction Technology of Catalonia, Xavier Casanovas - Universidad PolyTécnica Catalunya (UPC),  
Patxi Hernandez - Tecnalia, Paula Rivas - Green Building Council España (GBCE), Josep Solé - URSA Insulation,
France: Eric Aubspin - Phosphoris, Daniel Louise Adele - BET D Louise-Adele, Cédric Borel - IFPEB,  
Franck Brasselet - Jungle Architecture Group, Antonin Briard - Gimélec, Eric Bussolino - AIA Studio Environnement, 
Ana Cunha - Deerns, Alain Dubruille - Tropical Building Consultant, Anne Girault - Agence Parisienne du Climat (APC), 
Jean-François Grazi - Business Immo, Julien Hans - CSTB, Idriss Kathrada - Fédération CINOV,  
Régis Le Corre - Karibati, Pierre-Yves Legrand - Novabuild, Charlotte Miriel - Artelia, Delphine Morin - LPO, 
Samuel Nogha - Nogha Consulting, Philippe Nunes - Xpair, Bruno Peuportier - Mines ParisTech,  
Thomas Philippon - Ekopolis, Gérard Sauce - Polytech Nice-Sophia, Gérard Senior - AETIC Architectes,   
Nathalie Tchang - Tribu Energie.

Italy: Marco d’Egidio - Associazione Nazionale Costruttori Edile (ANCE)

Luxembourg: Benoit Martin - COCERT, Francis Schwall - Neobuild

Morocco: Abdellatif Touzani - Ecole d’ingénieurs Mohammadia, Mohammed Ahachad - Faculté des Sciences et 
Techniques de Tanger

International jurors:

Juries
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Browse the winning ecodistrict
s, 

all candidates and videos on

www.construction21.org

Awards section

For their first edition, the Green City Solutions Awards drew 25 ecodistricts coming 
from Algeria, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Morocco and Spain.



Tafilelt is the first green city of the Sahara. The project was born, 
20 years ago, in the minds of a group of intellectuals, architects and 
scientists,  aiming to make the desert florish and to solve the housing 
crisis. Today, the city, nestled on top of a plateau above the M’Zab valley 
in the south of Algeria, presents more than 1,000 houses built in local 
stone.

Tafilelt is a popular initiative with an ecological and a social conscience, 
allowing thousands of people with low income to find a home, while 
preserving the way of life of the mozabite community.

The chosen approach is based on 7 elements: series work, optimal 
use of local materials, rational management of human and financial 
resources,  implementation of  subordinate workshops, teams 
motivation, coordination between social action and construction, 
constantly improving the construction processes and design of houses.

Tafilelt is based on the city of Ghardaïa, World Heritage Site by UNESCO, 
famous for its whitewashed houses pressed against one another, an 
ecoconstruction and an energy-sober building model.

Tafilelt Tajdite City

Contractor : 
Fondation Amidoul
Developer: 
Dr. Ahmed Nouh
Moussa Amara

Address :  
Ghardaïa, Algérie

Developer: 
Société d’Aménagement et de  
Promotion de la Station de Taghazout

Coordinator: 
ALMOD

Address : 
Taghazout, Morocco

Taghazout Bay

2

Users’Choice 
City

Contractor: 
Euroméditerranée
Developer:  
Eiffage
Engineering consultancy :
Amplify Nature

Address :  
Marseille, France

Smartseille

3
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Built on the site of a 19th century fortress demilitarized in 2009, the 
Fort d’Issy ecodistrict is 12 hectares large and counts 1,623 housings 
(including 330 social housings), more than 3,500 inhabitants, and 2,300 
m² of shops and public facilities along with 44,000 m² of green spaces 
planted with 300 fruit trees. 

Commanding the view on the Parisian urban area, the ecodistrict 
was designed with a very high respect to the environment. Housings, 
collective facilities and businesses respect the most demanding 
standards in energy efficiency, the whole being heated with geothermal 
energy. The Fort d’Issy is also connected to IssyGrid®, the first smart 
grid for a district in France, with the goal of consuming better, les and 
at the right time.

In most apartments, optical fiber and home automation offer access 
to all kinds of digital services. The eco-district also features pneumatic 
waste collectors. Last but not least, the Fort d’Issy is an experimentation 
site for smart mobility in Issy les-Moulineaux : shared parking lots, real-
time tracking of buses on smartphones and electric cars on demand.

Fort d’Issy

Contractor : 
City of Issy-les-Moulineaux
Designer - Urban Planner: 
Architecture Studio
Developer: 
Bouygues Immobilier
Address :  
Issy-les-Moulineaux, France

Smart  
City

Contractor : 
City of Pamplona
Developer : 
SUR Smart Urban Regeneration

Address : 
Pamplona, Spain

Pamplona Smart City Smartseille
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Contractor: 
Euroméditerranée
Developer :  
Eiffage
Engineering consultancy:
Amplify Nature
Address :  
Marseille, France
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Eiffage is one of Europe’s leading construction and concessions companies. The Group’s 
activities are organised on the basis of the following business lines: construction, real estate, 
civil engineering, metal, roads, energy and concessions.

Thanks to the experience of more than 64,000 employees, Eiffage generated revenues of €13.9 
billion in 2015, including 19% outside France.

Support to the Awards and climate commitment

Eiffage stands out in France and in the world by its exceptional diversity of skills and technical 
expertise. The Group operates through the construction trades, civil engineering, metal, road, 
energy and concessions. 

From Phosphore, its prospective laboratory on sustainable cities, to Urbainable®, digital tool 
of urban design, Eiffage innovates to build a sustainable future. After several participations 
at the GBS Awards, Eiffage is sponsoring this year the Green Building & City Solutions 
Awards and the new Construction21 database «Infrastructures & urban services».

The Group wishes to share, with 
the entire community related to 
construction and sustainable city, its 
exemplary achievements from these 
reflections, both in land and real estate 
which build the new face of cities, as 
in infrastructure that connects them.

Sustainable 
City 
Grand Prize

Urbanaible® digital demonstrator of sustainable cities by Eiffage

With the support of



The ZAC Clichy-Batignolles is one of the eco-districts launched by the 
City of Paris to lead ambitious sustainable development policies, stated 
in the Climate Plan and the Biodiversity Plan of Paris.

The area of the operation is located in the 17th arrondissement of Paris 
and lies in a pivotal position between Haussmann-style neighbourhoods 
and the city of Clichy-La-Garenne. This 50-hectare project is a radical 
mutation of a site originally dedicated to railway infrastructures. It 
rationalises installations related to rail activity and frees a large area to 
create a urban neighbourhood centered around a 10-hectare park and 
recreating every function of the city.

The development project is based on strong choices:
• the creation of a 10-hectare park,
• the choice of real urban diversity,
• a showcase for sustainable development with the implementation 

of environmental technologies
• to strengthen the service in public transportations in this part of 

the 17th arrondissement.

ZAC Clichy Batignolles

Contractor : 
City of Paris
Designer : Atelier Grether
Landscaper: Atelier Osty
Contractor assistance:
Une autre ville
Address :  
Paris, France

Contractor : 
Fondation Amidoul
Developer: 
Dr. Ahmed Nouh
Moussa Amara
Address :  
Ghardaïa, Algeria

Tafilelt Tajdite City

2
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After exemplary buildings and ecodistricts, the Construction21 network launches, in 
November 2016, a third observatory for infrastructures and urban services, aiming to 
inspire professionals all around the globe.

DEDICATED TO INFRASTRUCTURES
A THIRD OBSERVATORY

6 categories are available:
• Green energies
• Digital services
• Sustainable mobility
• Water cycle
• Circular economy & waste management
• Biodiversity & ecosytems

3 databases open to the world

All case studies - buildings, ecodistricts and  
infrastructures - are published on Construction21 
by field practitioners. They are moderated by the  
Construction21 team in each country.

Through an original system of translation, these databases form a set of more than 2,000 exem-
plary solutions, accessible in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German, and very soon in Chinese.

3 databases to:

Follow the trends from other countries in your language 

Promote your innovations among your clients

Develop your busines internationally
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THE GREEN BUILDING & CITY SOLUTIONS  AWARDS
IN 2017, ENTER

You are:

A contractor, an architect, an engineer, 
a developer, a construction company, 
an industrial...

A company committed to create more 
sustainable buildings and cities.

A media, a fair or a professional 
association.

A head of network in the building 
sector or in the sustainable city 
sector of your country (association, 
university…).

Become

CANDIDATE

SPONSOR

MEDIA 
PARTNER

COUNTRY 
PARTNER

How?

Publish a case study describing your 
most innovative projects.

Associate your company to every step 
of the competition’s communication 
plan. 

Your logo is featured on every 
communication material of the 
competition in exchange for the 
mobilisation of your network.

Organise and run the competition 
in your country with the logistic 
and communication support of the 
Construction21 network.

Launch at MIPIM (Cannes, France)

Closing of applications
Communication campaign around the candidates and votes in 
each country

Announcement of the national winners in each country 
Communication campaign around national winners

Vote  et jury to designate international winners

Awards ceremony at the COP23, in Asia 
Communication campaign around international winners

March

June

September

October

November

Calendar



With the support of

In partnership with

The Green Building & City Solutions Awards are organised by our network

Host of the awards 
ceremony in Marrakesh 

during the COP22

www.construction21.org/awards

The European Portal For Energy E�iciency In Buildings 

The European Portal For 
Energy E�iciency In Buildings 


